
P: 1300 28 26 63
E: enquiry@corporatechallenge.com.au

FIND YOUR WHY

Knowing your WHY is one of the most important aspects of

any business. By taking the steps to clearly define this within

your organisation you will see your business flourish, grow and

provide clarity on where you are heading and what behaviours

will help you get there. The Find Your Why Workshop will

empower your organisation with a new sense of purpose.

Price: $2,750 for 26pax

BELBIN

Belbin empowers individuals and organisations to maximise

their performance through truly understanding how each team

member works. Revolving around the highly acclaimed

profiling theory “Belbin Team Roles”, this workshop will help

individuals better understand themselves and how they and

their colleagues fit within a team.

Price: $3,675 for 26pax

FISH! TEAM CULTURE WORKSHOP

The FISH! Experience is a fun, interactive program with a set of

simple and practical tools. It offers proven strategies to increase

morale, retention, customer satisfaction and productivity while

creating a unified and powerful culture and help equip your

company to face challenges more effectively together in the

work place.

Price: $2,890 for 26pax

CONFERENCES OF THE FUTURE

Has remote working caused a shift in your teams connection

and engagement? Add an exciting point of difference to your

next conference at SMC by including a fun and engaging team

event run by Corporate Challenge Events! You can be

reassured that all events are planned and executed to meet

covid legislation with an overall aim to improve team

performance and enhance workplace culture.

P: 02 9284 2888
E: scott@smcfc.com.au

TAKE YOUR CONFERENCE TO
THE NEXT LEVEL WITH THESE

EXCLUSIVE RE-CONNECT
YOUR TEAM PACKAGES



P: 1300 28 26 63
E: enquiry@corporatechallenge.com.au

FIND YOUR WHY

Knowing your WHY is one of the most important aspects of

any business. By taking the steps to clearly define this within

your organisation you will see your business flourish, grow and

provide clarity on where you are heading and what behaviours

will help you get there. The Find Your Why Workshop will

empower your organisation with a new sense of purpose.

Price: $3,090 for 34pax

BELBIN

Belbin empowers individuals and organisations to maximise

their performance through truly understanding how each team

member works. Revolving around the highly acclaimed

profiling theory “Belbin Team Roles”, this workshop will help

individuals better understand themselves and how they and

their colleagues fit within a team.

Price from: $4,075 for 34pax

FISH! TEAM CULTURE WORKSHOP

The FISH! Experience is a fun, interactive program with a set of

simple and practical tools. It offers proven strategies to increase

morale, retention, customer satisfaction and productivity while

creating a unified and powerful culture and help equip your

company to face challenges more effectively together in the

work place.

Price: $3,400 for 34pax

CONFERENCES OF THE FUTURE

Has remote working caused a shift in your teams connection

and engagement? Add an exciting point of difference to your

next conference at SMC by including a fun and engaging team

event run by Corporate Challenge Events! You can be

reassured that all events are planned and executed to meet

covid legislation with an overall aim to improve team

performance and enhance workplace culture.

P: 02 9284 2888
E: scott@smcfc.com.au

TAKE YOUR CONFERENCE TO
THE NEXT LEVEL WITH THESE

EXCLUSIVE RE-CONNECT
YOUR TEAM PACKAGES



P: 1300 28 26 63
E: enquiry@corporatechallenge.com.au

FIND YOUR WHY

Knowing your WHY is one of the most important aspects of

any business. By taking the steps to clearly define this within

your organisation you will see your business flourish, grow and

provide clarity on where you are heading and what behaviours

will help you get there. The Find Your Why Workshop will

empower your organisation with a new sense of purpose.

Price: $9,360 for 130pax

BELBIN

Belbin empowers individuals and organisations to maximise

their performance through truly understanding how each team

member works. Revolving around the highly acclaimed

profiling theory “Belbin Team Roles”, this workshop will help

individuals better understand themselves and how they and

their colleagues fit within a team.

Price from: $10,530 for 130pax

FISH! TEAM CULTURE WORKSHOP

The FISH! Experience is a fun, interactive program with a set of

simple and practical tools. It offers proven strategies to increase

morale, retention, customer satisfaction and productivity while

creating a unified and powerful culture and help equip your

company to face challenges more effectively together in the

work place.

Price: $10,680 for 130pax

CONFERENCES OF THE FUTURE

Has remote working caused a shift in your teams connection

and engagement? Add an exciting point of difference to your

next conference at SMC by including a fun and engaging team

event run by Corporate Challenge Events! You can be

reassured that all events are planned and executed to meet

covid legislation with an overall aim to improve team

performance and enhance workplace culture.

P: 02 9284 2888
E: scott@smcfc.com.au

TAKE YOUR CONFERENCE TO
THE NEXT LEVEL WITH THESE

EXCLUSIVE RE-CONNECT
YOUR TEAM PACKAGES


